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An exhibition of pottery and ceramics

Alison Holmans 
www.chickenrunstudio.co.uk    

Facebook: The Chicken Run Studio 

Instagram: @chickenrunstudio     Artweeks Number 360 

http://www.chickenrunstudio.co.uk/


Peter Shrimpton (Industrial Sculpture) will 
be exhibiting with me at Artweeks this 
year, and also at The Queens Head, 
Eynsham OX29 4HH. 

As you follow the Eynsham Art Trail up 
Tanners Lane, Eynsham OX29 4HJ, it will 
take you to the Chicken Run Studio on the 
left. You can’t miss it, as you will see the 
Artweeks signage, some lovely bunting - 
and Peter’s sculptures!

www.isandd.co.uk 

Facebook: Industrial sculpture

Instagram: @IndustrialSculpture 

Artweeks Number 361 

http://www.isandd.co.uk/


Wheel-thrown 
stoneware

A personalised bowl 
for your much-loved 
cat. Cat bowl with 
a stoneware replica 
of your own cat on 
the rim.

13cm diameter £15
 
I also make large dog 
bowls with a matching 
dog (heavier bowls 
with a wider base). 



I love my cat!

What about 
you? Your size, 
your colour! 

£10 / £30 



I love throwing 
large pots ...

Large bowls: 
26-28cm diameter x 
14-16cm tall

£45 - £50 



... but I can throw 
small and fit for 
purpose ones - 
and plates, too ...

16cm diameter 
25cm diameter

From £10 



... as well as 
bowls with 
decorative 
spirals. 



Earring bowls 

Bowls for your 
stud earrings or 
bangles ... with 
holes to hook your 
drop earrings.

17cm diameter x 
10cm tall

£20 



Lip bowls        Stunning in red ... and those lips make great handles! 



You can even 
pot a plant in 
them.

Lip bowls 
Good to eat 
from or to serve 
from - great 
versatility ... and 
fab colours! 

£16 - £35



Wavy bowls with 
volcanic effect 

You can pour 
really well from 
these bowls. 

The red glaze 
erupts through 
the blue in the 
heat of the firing. 

£25 / £30 



Storage jars 

With handy 
lids that sit 
inside the rim 
of the jar. 

17cm tall 
21cm tall

£45 - £50 

I make these to 
order, and you 
can choose your 
own size and 
colour. 



Perfect partners 
Outer tactile, swirl 
glaze is reflected 
on both pieces.

Bowl: 
22cm diameter x 
11cm tall 

£30 

Storage jar: 
15cm tall
£40 



Mug-sized pots 

With lids or 
saucers … and 
they stack! 

£9 each  

2 for £16 

3 for £21 



Jugs with 'arm' 
handles ... and quirky 
coiled spoons

Jugs: £18 
Spoons: £2 - £4 

Conventional jugs also 
available and made to 
order. Size and glaze can 
be made to your request.
 
£15 - £30 



Hand-coiled 
stoneware bowls 

Beautifully tactile, 
and each with 
unique patterns that 
are unglazed and 
that contrast with 
the inside glaze. 

Large: 73cm 
circumference £90 

Medium: 59cm 
circumference £45 

Small: 43cm 
circumference £25 



Hand-built 
bowls with 
coils and 
tripod feet 

Each pattern is 
unique. Frost-
proof and 
heatproof.  

Large: 35cm 
diameter £90 
Medium: 26cm 
diameter £45 
Small: 19cm 
diameter £25 



What about a wheel-
thrown, hand-built 
combo?

A gorgeous Chun blue 
glaze runs like treacle on 
this vase. 

18cm diameter x 
20cm tall

£40 



Leaf platters

Such effective  
serving dishes. Ones 
with ripples create 
little compartments. 
Flat ones make great 
cheeseboards. 

£10 - £50



Emperor penguins  

This penguin 
family is enjoying 
a smattering of 
snow after the heat 
of the kiln. 

18cm tall 

£120 for the whole 
family 



Cormorants live all 
over the world ...  

But these little 
'shags’ are found only 
in New Zealand.  

Their heads are very 
distinctive; their necks 
twist and turn like a 
snake. They are 
super swimmers 
underwater. 

16cm / 21cm tall 

£50 each 



Bluefooted Boobies

With true blue-coloured 
feet! During their mating 
dance, they waggle 
those feet and toss their 
beaks up and down with 
their wings behind them. 
A memory I’ll never 
forget.

21cm / 23cm tall
£125 for the pair

The real thing – 
dancing Boobies in 

the Galapagos (see 
on YouTube).



Puffins 

I love puffins; 
they are so 
animated!

3cm wide x 
13cm tall £30 

And 2 lifesize 
puffins: 20cm 
wide x 21cm tall 
£90



Little owl on 
stacking stones  

So realistic in 
the garden!

Owl: 18cm tall on 
one stone x 23cm 
length head to tail 
x 49cm head to 
ground-level stone

£80



Kingfisher on 
stacking stones  

Beautifully 
lifelike near a 
pond or stream.

Kingfisher: 13cm 
tall on one stone 
x 23cm beak to 
tail x 37cm head 
to ground-level 
stone 

£80 



Garden frog 

This frog will stay 
out all year long 
- on  snowy days 
and sunny ones, 
and everything 
in between.

21cm long 
£35 



Garden bird 
birdbaths 

Made from coils 
and dots, these 
frost-proof 
birdbaths look 
great from all 
angles. I have 
made them with 
goldfinches, 
robins, blue tits 
and wrens. What 
else? 

£65 including 
steel chain



Garden birds on 
stacking stones

These look so natural 
poking up through 
plants or in a pot. 

I have made blue tits, 
robins, wrens, 
goldfinches, 
blackbirds and even a 
little owl, but I am up 
for a challenge to 
make your favourite!

£30 including 
central rod



Quirky creatures 
on stacking 
stones

So much fun! 
I think I have 
made just about 
every bird or 
animal 
imaginable!

What would you 
like me to make?

  

£30 including 
central rod 



Wind chimes 

Using real leaves to 
impress their shape 
and veins,  I use 
glaze and glass on 
frost-proof 
stoneware clay, so 
they glint as if wet 
with dew. 
Made using local 
Roman clay, which 
goes a deeper red 
when stoneware-
fired. 

£25 - £30 



A raku firing ...

Like entering the 
heart of a volcano, 
this is where the 
magic happens! 

... and still 
smoking and 
breathing fire ... 
Not yet scrubbed 
off to reveal his 
white crackle 
wings and copper 
breast. 

£25 



Zebra-striped 
raku bowls

The crackle glaze 
and matt black finish 
form in the reduction 
phase when sawdust  
burns without 
oxygen.  

Vase: 20cm tall  
£20 
Open dish: 6cm tall 
x 20cm diameter 
£20 
Bowl: 15 cm tall x 
10cm diameter £20 



Raku chook with 
hand-formed coils 
and dots, and leaf 
impression

An enhanced  
copper oxide 
reduction produces 
a copper effect 
inside and black on 
unglazed areas.  

Chook: 
17cm tall x 17cm 
wide £35

Bowls: 
12cm diameter 
£12 



Raku leaves  and 
buttons 

Through reduction 
firing, the copper 
shines through and 
turns the leaves 
black. 

Leaves: 
15cm diameter 
£10 each
Buttons: They make  
stunning decorative 
additions to hats 
and bags. 
5cm diameter 
£1 each 



Raku hares 

I love making 
these hares; they 
really come to life 
in my hands!

Standing hare: 
21cm tall 
£45 

Sitting hare: 
11cm tall 
£25 



Looking forward to seeing you at the Chicken Run Studio. 

Follow the hares! No need to bring your own snack; we have carrots ... 
Enjoy the Eynsham Art Trail and have a rest in the garden with tea/coffee/cake.




